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                                                             MMDA-2 continuing.

-    1mg -
-    8mg -
± 10.4mg ±     from page 49, other subjects to 60mg, q.v.
++  16mg ++
+   16mg +
±   24mg ±

++  30mg ++ 2/19/77 9:40AM=[0:00][0:32] first subtle note [0:45] slow window
         development very nice. [1:00] well into window - but the slow coming on
         makes it (1) easily assimilated and (2) difficult to quantitate. I must be
         50%. [1:15] a change stopped - I am stable - search for new inputs [2:10]
         steady: all awareness truly enhanced - it would be impossible for any
         person, at this level, on this drug, to have a bad trip. There is nothing
         distorted, so there can be no misrepresentation as a result. No sensory
         distortion. [3:00] still full ASC, long talk [with] Eric fine! [4:30]
         still full. this is a slow MDA-equivalent to 80mg fully as controllable -
         a marvelous drug. Would be good for introducing a person to slow-on,
         slow off. No apparent impotency (unlike MDA). [6:00] dropping - window
         pretty much gone. some MDA gritty remains. [9:00] clear except for some
         teeth-rub. [11:00] all clear.

+++ 40mg 2/27/77 9:00AM=[0:00][0:30] note a trace light head [0:45-1:00] window
         developing slowly - occasional nausea [1:00-1:20] very smooth development
         of an ASC - I can surely do anything I wish (phone, count, stand, drive).
         Getting to this state (not the state itself) was so smooth it could be
         missed. The state is unmistakable however. [1:30] stretched feeling at
         eyes, above ears - as if eyes were popping - kind of a temporal orgasm
         feel - yet eyes are normal. This is continuous and nice. [2:00] ej intense
         - and after for a while. [3:00] still delightfully stoned [5:00] some
         dropping [6:00] 60% repaired - to SF (driving) but still some awareness of
         certain movement at recital [12:00] sl. residual tooth-rubby. This is ≅
         100mg MDA but [with] longer time scale.

+++ 50mg 3/30/77 9:05AM=[0:00] (to estimate "long-acting martini" potential [0:30]
         1st trace lt. head [0:42-1:10] - complete development of ASC - slightly
         pop-eyed! [1:35] fully stoned + !! yet I can control any needed
         sensibility (in the French sense) [3:00-4:00] lunch - still stoned - phone
         OK, talk OK [6:00] sobering up - I could drive OK - but then I probably
         could have all along. the teeth-gritty remains. [9:00] sober. teeth-quiet
         unpleasant temporal headache. [14:00] to sleep - no problems. Next day
         no residue, but rest anyway. Too long - too much gritty and jaw clench.
         Maybe the "R" isomer! Maybe the N-methyl?
 
+   30mg 6/3/77 9:00AM=[0:00][0:45] slow development (1:30 real ± + off [with]
         gross cab to grove - at [3:00] no more than +- +15mg - little additional
         effect. evening clear. up to 4AM.
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